Exhibit A
AED SITE ASSESSMENT SURVEY
PROVIDING VALUE
First Voice provides TURNKEY value in the AED purchase & implementation process
What does the First Voice™ AED program come with?
Complimentary Rx for all AEDs, AED Training demos, AED Administrator Toolkit (inspection tags, checklists,
AED policy hard & soft copy template examples and assistance), Affordable AED Program Management Software
with auto-email notification, Online or In-person AED&CPR&First Aid training solutions, AED cabinet or
waterproof storage solutions, Signage & Accessories and Medical Direction at the lowest price on the market!
And that is not all...with every order we provide a mandate compliance checklist for state AED civil liability laws!

1) How many locations do you have and what are the # employed at each location? Provide a listing including city,
state location of each facility (to provide information on any medical direction requirements or local mandates) and
if possible, the square footage or # of floors per building.

2) How many AEDs do you currently have and at which facilities? What makes/models (we’ll give you a recall
update on the equipment)?

3) Do you have any mobile work crews that are doing electrical work?

4) How many responders do you currently have trained at each facility? Do you need recommendations?

5) What do you currently do for your first aid kits, where are they placed and with who?

6) Do you have any special response considerations to note:
a. Locked areas (these areas may need their own AED due to access issues and response time)?
b. Hazard areas including lock-out Class 1 Div 1 areas?
c.

Facility security alarm system that cabinets could be hard-wired to?

d. Loud noise environments where need strobe light alarmed cabinet?
e. Excessive water or dust environments within facilities?
f.

Do you currently use online training?

g. Do you currently have regular responder training meetings?
h. Does your insurance company issue credits for AED ownership or “best in class” first aid programs?
i.

Specific areas / facilities that are very remote and noted to be more than 6 minutes from EMS that are not
already provided in the attached listing of facilities?

j.

Do you have any buildings that have a large % of individuals over 50 years of age?

